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It was with great sadness we learned of the death of 
Essex Special Constable Toby Speller, who passed 
away late evening Saturday 16 January 2021 after 
getting Coronavirus.

Toby was a dedicated, professional officer, who 
volunteered to serve his community for more than 
16 years. Our thoughts are with his family, friends & 
colleagues.

His colleagues within the Marine Unit tweeted: “We 
are devastated to say we lost one of our Marine 
Officers to Covid 19. Rest well Toby, we will take 
it from here. Our thoughts and prayers are with 

his family. Please everyone adhere to government 
regulations to help save lives. This virus has no 
respect for age & health.”

Chief Constable Ben-Julian Harrington said: “I spent 
time with Toby at the Essex Police Marine Unit in 
December. He was passionate about being part of 
Essex Specials, averaging 700h voluntary hours per 
year, and was an inspiration to many. My thoughts 
and prayers are with his wife, children, friends and 
colleagues. 

Rest in peace Toby and thank you for your service.”

WELCOMEWelcome to the Spring 
edition of Special Impact, 
although it’s hard to believe 
that Spring is upon us 
given the weather we have 
experienced recently, and 
the fact that  a year on we 
are still dealing with a global 
Pandemic.

The magazine strives to recognise the fantastic 
contributions that the Special Constabulary make 
to policing, notwithstanding so many Special 
Constables going the extra mile to offer their support 
and commitment throughout Covid-19, so we are 
pleased to be able to feature a number of Special 
Constables that have been recognised in The 
Queen’s New Year’s Honours List in this publication.

Our centre pages this edition feature retired regular 
officers who have joined the Special Constabulary. 
This is really positive, as they of course, bring a 
raft of skills and knowledge with them.  This isn’t a 
regular occurrence in England & Wales, however 
across the waters in the United States, it’s very often 
a given that when a paid officer leaves the Service, 
they continue to serve in a voluntary capacity.  It’s 
been great to be able to showcase a number of 
international police volunteers who have done just 
this in the magazine, and my special thanks goes 
to Dr. Ross Wolf, Reserve Chief Deputy, Orange 
County (Florida) Sheriff’s Office, who has supported 
the article.

What is amazing is the number of years Special 
Constables often give to policing, and we have 
two articles celebrating over 80 years of voluntary 
service between them, plus an article on a Special 
Constable who is following in the footsteps of his 
great-grandfather, and the likeness between them is 
uncanny!

So I hope you enjoy Issue 42.  I thank everyone who 
has contributed, as without you we wouldn’t have a 
publication, and hope that submissions for the next 
issue will come in soon!

Tina Shelton 
Regional Citizens in Policing Coordinator 
North West Force | Editor Special Impact

WAKEFIELD’S MOST 
WANTED CAUGHT BY 
SPECIAL CONSTABLES

Whilst out on 
patrol within the 
Wakefield District, 
Section Officer 
Sam Lister and 
Special Constable 
Adam Spedding 
arrested the 
Force’s most 
wanted criminal, 

who was suspected 
of committing 
a number of 
residential burglaries 

between 30/11/20 – 05/12/20, targeting vehicles and 
expensive goods.

This is a fantastic example of proactive work by 
these officers who have potentially prevented a 
number of further offences from being committed. 
The offender was subsequently sentenced to six 
years imprisonment (including the remainder of his 
license, having been recently released from prison 
for burglary offences) after admitting to 10 burglary 
offences in the Ossett area, an offence of Going 
Equipped for Burglary and Disqualified Driving in 
which vehicles were taken.

Operational Support Chief Superintendent 
Commander Tyron Joyce said both officers are 
an excellent example of the difference the skill, 
enthusiasm and commitment Special Constables 
make to policing.
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KATHERINE HANCOCK - Special Chief Officer, 
Warwickshire Police Special Constabulary has been 
awarded the Members of the Order of the British 
Empire (MBE) for her services to Policing.

Katherine has served in the Special Constabulary 
for 27 years, becoming the Specials Chief Officer in 
2019. A key member of the Force’s Local Policing 
Command Team, Katherine has volunteered 
on everything from serious investigations to 
incident response to problem solving within local 
neighbourhoods.

Always proactive in ensuring the Special 
Constabulary play a key part in daily policing 
within Warwickshire, Katherine has been pivotal 

in co-ordinating Specials policing of the night 
time economy and work with the Force’s roads 
policing teams, including carrying out activity to 
support national speed enforcement and seat belt 
campaigns.

Some highlights from Katherine’s time in her 
frontline voluntary policing role include coordinating 
support for The Ryder Cup, Warwickshire’s ‘Global 
Gathering’ Festival, The Queen’s visit to Stratford, 
and the Olympic Torch relay. Katherine received two 
Chief Constable Commendations for this work.

The pinnacle of Katherine’s career to date was 
spearheading a campaign to raise £6,000 to secure 
a memorial stone for Special Constables at the 
National Memorial Arboretum in Staffordshire.

In addition to her voluntary time with Warwickshire 
Police – where she has worked over 1,000 hours in 
the past year – Katherine is also an adult leader with 
Girlguiding UK.

She said: “I am shocked, surprised and extremely 
happy to be awarded an MBE. I am very proud to 
have been a part of the Warwickshire Police family 
for the past 27 years and continue to love every 
opportunity this brings to help others.

“I am extremely privileged to lead the 91 Special 
Constables we have, who in 2020 dedicated tens 
of thousands of hours of their time to help protect 
people in our County.

“When I joined the Special Constabulary in 1993 I 
wanted to give something back to my community, 
and I look forward to continuing to do this in both my 
Specials role and within Girlguiding for many years 
to come.”

Warwickshire Police Chief Constable Martin 
Jelley said: “I am delighted that Katharine’s 
enormous contribution as a volunteer to policing in 
Warwickshire has been recognised with this award.

“Katharine has been a Special Constable for 27 
years and her long term commitment to this and 
her work with Girlguiding UK shows she is truly 
deserving of this honour. The Special Constabulary 
is an essential part of modern policing and the work 
which Katherine and her Specials colleagues do is 
invaluable.”

ROBERT DAVIES - Special Constable, South 
Wales Police has been awarded Medallists of the 
Order of the British Empire (BEM) for voluntary 
service to Policing.

Robert joined the ranks of the Special Constabulary 
in July 1988 and has carried out the role in the 
Neath, Port Talbot and Swansea areas ever since. 
Last year alone Robert put in more than 500 hours’ 
voluntary service.

Robert said he was truly privileged and felt 
honoured to have been nominated to receive the 
Award.

OLSON JACQUES OXENHAM - Special Inspector, 
Metropolitan Police Special Constabulary (MSC) 
has been awarded Medallists of the Order of the 
British Empire (BEM) for services to Policing.  
Jacques joined the MSC in 1979, serving his entire 
policing career in Barnet. Over the last 41 years, 
he has constantly volunteered well in excess of 
the requirement of his time. He has saved lives by 
providing first aid, arrested countless criminals and 
as a police leader, he has supported recruitment 
campaigns encouraging Black, Asian and Minority 
Ethnic people to consider a career with the Met. 
Olson personally led recruitment events in Barnet, 
which have resulted in the Borough having the 
highest number of Special Constables.

Jacques said: “I have gained a lot from my time 
in the Met and I appreciate the many exciting 
opportunities offered to me, alongside the chance 
to fulfil my passion in pursuing justice and fairness 
for everyone. I am proud to have become a role 
model for Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic Police 
Officers, encouraging trust and respect within the 
Met community. I am greatly honoured to have 
received this award. It’s a reflection of my 41 years 
of voluntary service, which would not have been 
possible without the support and friendship of 
colleagues and of course without my family, who 
showed never-ending backing and encouragement 
throughout the years.” 

CITIZENS IN POLICING RECOGNISED IN 
THE QUEEN’S NEW YEAR’S HONOURS LIST

CITIZENS IN POLICING RECOGNISED IN 
THE QUEEN’S NEW YEAR’S HONOURS LIST
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RHAMMEL AFFLICK - Special Constable, receives 
the British Empire Medal   (BEM) for his youth and 
equalities work. He has promoted the importance 
of youth social action as a Member of Youth 
Parliament in Kingston and as an iWill ambassador. 

During his time as a youth voice representative 
Rhammel got involved with the Metropolitan Police 
Service to advise on situations that affect young 
people. He joined as a Special Constable five years 
ago and has recently become a trustee of Police 
Now.

His passion for and commitment to equality and 
inclusion, particularly for young people and minority 
communities, is inspiring.

MARK OWEN, North Wales Police’s Special 
Constabulary Chief Officer has been awarded the 
honour of MBE in the New Year’s 2021 Honours 
List. He received the award for his services to 
Policing and to the community in North Wales, 
including during the Covid-19 response.

Mark, who is originally from Bangor but now lives 
near Denbigh, joined North Wales Police as a 
Constable in 1984 and has served across most of 
the Force area within a wide range of roles and 
ranks.

His ongoing passion is road safety, in particular 
motorcycle related road safety, and he was heavily 
involved in the BikeSafe Scheme locally and 
nationally. For many years he volunteered his time 
to assist as a BikeSafe observer.  He has been an 
active member of the Institute of Advanced Motorists  
and until recently was the chair of the North Wales 
Advanced Motorcyclists.

During his service he worked on a number of 
national policing developments and during 2008 
and 2009 he was seconded to work abroad as a 
command level mentor to senior police officers in 
post war Kosovo.  

Shortly after his retirement in 2012 Mark returned 
to North Wales Police as a member of Police Staff, 
initially to support the modernisation of the Forces 
response to Missing People. Whilst in this role he 
additionally accepted the voluntary role of Special 
Constabulary Chief Officer, and in turn he became 
an active member of the Force’s Senior Leadership 
Team.

Under Mark’s leadership the Special Constabulary 
doubled in size to nearly 200 officers and their 
capability and ability to support the regular Force 
and our communities has been significantly 
professionalised via changes made to recruiting and 
training.

Mark went on to manage the Citizen’s in Policing 
business area, responsible for Police Support 
Volunteers and Cadets in addition to the Special 
Constabulary.  He also has a UK wide strategic 
role supporting the NPCC lead for the Special 
Constabulary.

Mark is the co-chair of the North Wales Police 
LGBT+ staff support network and played a key role 
as part of a team drawn from all 4 Welsh Forces in 
delivering the UK LGBT+ conference in Cardiff.

Mark is passionate about volunteering, and in 
addition to his volunteer role as the SC Chief 
Officer he assists in the planning and managing of 
a number of sporting and charity events across the 
Force, most notably the annual Snowdonia 7’s Race 
that attracts some 200 police service participants 
from across the UK to Snowdonia.

In 2020 he played a key role in the coordination of 
the volunteer response to COVID-19 across North 
Wales in his dual role as Special Constabulary Chief 
Officer and as Chair of the newly formed Pan North 
Wales Community Resilience Group.

As Chair of the Community Resilience Group he 
helped coordinate the wider volunteering response 
to the Pandemic, working with representatives from 
across North Wales including local authorities, 
volunteer councils and other organisations coming 
together to deal with challenges. 

Tasks undertaken by volunteers during the 
Pandemic have included prescription delivery, food 
parcel delivery, regular phone contact with the 
vulnerable, leaflet delivery, shopping assistance and 
community reassurance. 

Mark ensured that the Special Constabulary were 
especially active and visible during this period, with 
the number of working hours completed by Special 
Constables increasing significantly; SC officers 
worked over 8,500 hours in May alone.  The Special 
Constabulary in North Wales very much took a lead 
in relation to the operational response to Covid-19, 
engaging, encouraging, educating and where 
necessary enforcing the relevant legislation and 
guidelines.

Mark has recently been selected to start a new role 
for the NPCC as the National Citizens in Policing 
Manager. This will allow him to further develop 
volunteering in the police service across England 
and Wales at a strategic level. Mark will though 
remain our Special Constabulary Chief Officer.

Responding to his recognition Mark said: “I am 
absolutely bowled over to have been nominated, 
and delighted to receive this Honour which means 

a lot to me professionally and personally.“This last 
year has been especially difficult and challenging 
for so many of our communities and it’s been my 
privilege to have been able to work alongside so 
many inspiring people, both paid and volunteers, 
from a whole range of organisations who have all 
pulled together and worked relentlessly to support 
our communities.I feel proud of what every volunteer 
and organisation has contributed and what we have 
collectively achieved here in North Wales.”

CITIZENS IN POLICING RECOGNISED IN 
THE QUEEN’S NEW YEAR’S HONOURS LIST

CITIZENS IN POLICING RECOGNISED IN 
THE QUEEN’S NEW YEAR’S HONOURS LIST

“I CONGRATULATE ALL OF 
THOSE RECOGNISED FOR 

THEIR SERVICE TO POLICING 
IN THE QUEEN’S NEW YEAR’S 
HONOURS LIST. IT IS GREAT 
TO SEE SO MANY OFFICERS, 

STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS 
FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY 

BEING AWARDED FOR 
THEIR DEDICATED SERVICE, 

PARTICULARLY DURING WHAT 
HAS BEEN AN INCREDIBLY 

CHALLENGING YEAR FOR US 
ALL.

“THE AWARDS HIGHLIGHT THE 
COMMITMENT AND HARD WORK 

OF POLICING TO PROTECT 
AND KEEP OUR COMMUNITIES 

SAFE ALL YEAR ROUND AND 
EVERYONE SHOULD BE RIGHTLY 

PROUD TO BE RECOGNISED IN 
THIS WAY.”

MARTIN HEWITT 
CHAIR OF THE NATIONAL POLICE 

CHIEFS’ COUNCIL



in Specials-led operations such as this, we have 
the ability to provide effective support to frontline 
policing and that’s one of the reasons why we 
volunteer.

Coordinator of the day and Special Sergeant Tom 
Hurrell said: “It was really rewarding to see so many 
Specials working together on a dedicated operation, 
something we don’t often fit in amidst the demands 
of response. Thanks to everyone’s hard work we 
had some fantastic results, refined our working 
knowledge of traffic offences, and educated drivers 
improving road safety across the Division.”
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TACKLING THE FATAL 
FIVE
Special Constable Alex Achucarro tells Special 
Impact about the recent traffic Enforcement 
Initiative.

‘On a cold, dark Saturday morning in February, a 
large contingent of Special Constables, Special 
Sergeants, Special Inspectors and the Special 
Constabulary Chief Officer took to the roads of 
Surrey to enforce traffic law and specifically to 
address the Fatal 5.

Whilst lockdown dominates the hearts and minds 
of most at the moment, the Fatal 5 causes of road 
deaths and injury continue to contribute to far too 
many deaths even though fewer people are on the 
roads during the pandemic. All UK Police Forces 
have a focus on the Fatal 5 as so many avoidable 
collisions, injuries and deaths occur as a result of 
these fundamental offences.

To supercharge the effort across Surrey for 2021, 
Special Sergeant Tom Hurrell coordinated Special 
Constables of varying experience to carry out a day 
of action which resulted over 100 vehicle stops.

On the day, 78% of the stops were positive for a 
particular offence or issue to be addressed. One of 
the greatest powers we have as Special Constables 
is to use our well-developed communications skills 
to apply discretion using words of advice where 
appropriate to help build relationships with the 
public. Fifteen traffic offence reports were issued 
with other significant vehicle-stops carried resulting 
in escalation to the DVLA. We also attended an 
injury collision.

Despite the cold weather, our full uniform, gloves, 
fluorescent jackets and even a police-issue 
beanie helped keep us warm, and collectively we 
contributed 200 voluntary hours policing the roads of 
Surrey. 

Surrey Police has a great track record of up-skilling 
their Special Constables. A number of our Specials 
are standard response drivers and almost all are 
authorised basic response drivers (plus stopping).  
In addition to driving, some of our Specials 
Constables also have specialist skills in roads 
policing, UAV (drone) operation and Joint Response 
Units (working with South East Coast Ambulance 
Service). 

Whether we’re double-crewing with regulars or 
Specials, going out solo-crewed, or taking part 

FATAL 5 CAUSES OF DEATH

EXCESSIVE SPEEDING

DRIVER DISTRACTIONS 
INCLUDING USING MOBILE 
DEVICES IE PHONES, ‘SAT 

NAVS’ AND TABLETS

DRIVING UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL OR 

DRUGS

CARELESS AND 
INCONSIDERATE DRIVING
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SPECIAL CONSTABLES 
JOIN BRITISH 
TRANSPORT POLICE 
FEDERATION
Photo credit Steve Mulvey Photography

Special Constables volunteering with British 
Transport Police are set to be the first in England 
and Wales to be represented by the Police 
Federation.

British Transport Police Federation has welcomed 
Specials as members from January 2021. Their 
membership of the Staff Association will be funded 
by British Transport Police. Delegates, elected to 
represent Federation members, debated extending 
membership to the Special Constabulary at a 
meeting in September.

BTP Federation was established under the Railway 
Transport and Safety Act to represent officers from 
Constable to Chief Inspector in matters affecting 
their welfare and efficiency. No amendments to the 
Act are required to enable Specials to join. 

Chair of BTP Federation, Nigel Goodband, 
said: “BTP’s Special Constables are extremely 
committed to supporting our members, dedicating 
many thousands of hours of their time each year. 
Throughout the Coronavirus Pandemic their work 
has been even more visible and crucial. Specials 
face the same dangers and challenges as our 
members and should have access to the same 
representation, protection and support.”

Ben Clifford, BTP’s Special Constabulary Chief 
Officer, said: “I’m delighted that our Special 
Constables are now eligible to become members 
of the BTP Federation. As fully warranted officers, 

facing the risks and challenges associated with 
frontline policing, it’s welcomed that they will be able 
to access the wellbeing support and benefits of the 
Federation.

“Our Specials work hard to support the Force’s 
regular police officers to serve the public and do 
so on a voluntary basis, so it’s good news that the 
Force have been able to support their membership.”

Rachael Etebar, Director of People and Culture from 
British Transport Police, said: “Our Special Officers 
volunteer thousands of hours each year to keep the 
travelling public safe. We wanted to recognise and 
thank them for their volunteering by enabling them 
to access the support and representation of the BTP 
Police Federation.” 

BTP has 302 Special Constables who last year 
(2020) volunteered 100,702 hours.

British Transport Police Federation is the Staff 
Association for Police Constables, Sergeants, 
Inspectors and Chief Inspectors in the British 
Transport Police. BTP Federation represents 
2800 officers across Great Britain. The role of the 
organisation is to assist in and promote the welfare 
and efficiency of the force.

Police Federation England & Wales
The Home Office has indicated that a Policing and Crime 
Bill, which will include a measure to enable Special 
Constables from Homme Officec Forces  to join the 
Federation, is expected to be introduced in Parliament 
later this Parliamentary session.  Therefore, it is unlikely 
that the legislation will be in force before early 2022.

DCC Richard Debicki, NPCC Lead for the SC Strategy said: 
“I must emphasise that this is subject to the various 
Parliamentary stages that the Bill will need to pass 
through, so please see this timeline as indicative at this 
stage. 

What is clearly evident from ongoing discussions with all 
stakeholders is their overwhelming and unified support for 
Special Constables to be able to join the Police Federation.

I wanted to take this opportunity to extend reassurance 
that has been provided by the Home Office that there will 
be no break in cover in relation to the ARC insurance they 
currently provide and support from ASCO will also continue 
as usual during the this period.”

The Police Federation have confirmed that the 
membership offer is identical for both Special Constables 
as well as Regular Officers and they currently have work 
underway to ensure that the services they provide will 
have the infrastructure in place to cater for potential 
increase in uptake.

Police Mutual is a trading style of The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited. The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society 

Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential 

Regulation Authority. The firm is on the Financial Services Register, registration number 117672. Registered in England and Wales 

number 99064. Registered office: 55 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0RL. For your security, all calls are recorded and may be 

monitored. 
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situations such as approaching stopped vehicles.  

The training had first been delivered to a team of 
Special Constables in January 2019 and met with 
universal 5/5 ratings from the trainees. Special 
Constables who participated in the training said that 
it had transformed their understanding of the role 
and responsibilities, and of the use of equipment 
in the vehicle. Plasticised cards were issued to all 
attendees for the log-in details for the ANPR set and 
the hot keys on the vehicle radio and these proved 
very useful for memory retention. Subsequent 
courses for the Special Constabulary proved very 
popular and an increasing number of officers were 
trained.

Luke met with Zoë and Ian and realised that the 
course could be used by the Regular Force without 
any changes being needed. He asked if this 
training could be delivered by the two SC officers 
to probationers in his group to gauge reaction. This 
first session took place on a Saturday to fit with 
the availability of the SC officers and that proved 
convenient for the group too. Another two Groups 
were trained soon after.

Luke then championed the case for having 
Leadership & Development adopt the course and 
make it part of the training for all regular recruits. 
That has now been agreed, and all probationary 
officers are now scheduled to be trained by Ian and 
Zoë in their first ten weeks of leaving training school 
and starting their tutor patrols. 

They have also now developed another course 
for the use of Basic Driving Authority Permits and 

have had it approved by the Force Driving School. 
They’re looking forward to equal success for this 
training too.

Temporary Inspector Harley said “I’d already 
identified the training need around mobile patrol and 
radio operating - it really needed updating. Then I 
heard about the course that Sp Cmdr Miller and SC 
Watson had developed. I met with them and saw 
that they had the complete solution. As a Response 
Group Inspector, I was able to arrange for them to 
train probationers across three different Groups 
within weeks. The feedback was excellent.

We jointly approached our Learning and 
Development Department and it was agreed that 
this would become standard training for all new 
Regular and SC probationers on completion of 
their initial learning and to prepare them for mobile 
patrol. Ian and Zoë are delivering this training in 
their own time and working around shift patterns 
and availability. This is a huge contribution and 
commitment and exemplifies the relationship 
between the Regular Force and the Special 
Constabulary in the City.” 
 
Chief Inspector Kate McLeod, Head of Leadership 
& Development, said “This is a fantastic piece of 
innovative work. Sp Cmdr Ian Miller and SC Zoë 
Watson identified a clear training gap and provided 
a solution that has been met with overwhelmingly 
positive feedback from our Uniform colleagues. We 
look forward to ensuring that it is rolled out across 
the Force and are sincerely thankful to Ian and Zoë 
for their time and efforts in achieving this.”
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In early 2019, Response Group Inspector Luke 
Harley and his colleagues were looking to bring the 
training for Probationer PCs 
acting as radio operators up to 
date with new technology and 
best practice. They were about 
to commission the work when 
Luke heard of training that had 
been developed by Special 
Commander Ian Miller and 
Special Constable Zoë Watson 
for the Special Constabulary. 

The course devised by Ian and Zoe combined 

classroom training, practical demonstrations in the 
police garage and hands-on practice. It showed 

officers how to operate the 
vehicle Airwaves set, the 
Automatic Number Plate 
Reader system, the onboard 
camera that can capture and 
replay video for investigation 
or evidence purposes, and 
the other equipment fitted 
or carried. It then provided 

practical guidance on the role of the radio operator 
in patrol and response, and on safety critical 

OPERATOR & MOBILE PATROL TRAINING FOR 
SC OFFICERS ADOPTED BY REGULAR FORCE



CELEBRATING 30 
YEARS’ VOLUNTARY 
SERVICE
When Special Constable Ian Walby began his 
career with Cumbria Police in 1991 things were very 
different, Special Constables had to do 100 hours in 
order to get a raincoat, they were only issued with 
wooden batons and the radio system was nowhere 
near as good. Things have thankfully changed 
significantly since those days, and during his career,  
Ian has given around 10,000 hours of his own time 
to serve the people of Cumbria, not only in his role 
as a Special Constable, but also elsewhere in the 
volunteering sector.  

During his policing career 
Ian was involved in a 
huge number of incidents; 
Ian recalls looking after 
a small child and feeding 
them Weetabix when 
they were removed from 
an abusive household. 
Ian worked on many 
serious investigations; he 
provided lifesaving first 
aid on several occasions. 
One incident he 
recalls involved a 
male who hung himself in a small town north of 
Workington. This male had contacted police and 
then refused to engage any further, Ian worked 
with his dog handling colleague PC James 
Thomas and they successfully found the male; he 

required lifesaving first aid but survived.  

During Ian’s service he saw a lot of change, not only 
in his personal life but also his professional one. 

Ian was promoted twice to the rank of Special 
Inspector overseeing volunteer policing for 
the whole of West Cumbria, an area at that 
point had over 60 officers of varying ranks. Ian 
not only volunteers for Cumbria Police as a 
Special, he also provided around 100 hours to the 
Police Cadets, being one of its first Cadet Leaders.

As if that wasn’t enough he also provided around 
10 years of service to the Inshore Rescue where he 
was flood rescue, first aid, and powerboat trained. 
While this may sound like a lot of volunteering Ian 
still managed to fit in being a volunteer for the Blood 
Bikes, a role he plans to continue when he retires.  

Some wise words of 
advice from Ian about 
joining the Special 
Constabulary: “We are 
now more integrated 
into the policing teams 
than we ever were, 
we can specialise and 
have the support of all 
the departments. If you 
want to be a Special 

Constable give it a go and see if it is for you.”  

Superintendent Dan StQuintin (Area Commander 
for West Cumbria) had this to say about Ian’s 
service “Ian, has volunteered as a Special 
Constable for 30 years. He has given 10,000 hours 
to the community of West Cumbria during this time. 

That’s around 7 hours 
a week for 30 years. 
Ian’s community spirit 
and great dedication to 
West Cumbria is really 
impressive. He has 
led the West Cumbria 
Specials Team well 
and leaves behind a 
dedicated voluntary team 
of Special Constables and 
Sergeants who continue 
to get involved and make 
a difference. I am very 

grateful for Ian’s service and commitment. He has 
done a brilliant job.” 

On behalf of Cumbria Police we would like to thank 
Ian for his service and wish him all the luck in his 
future endeavours.
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SPOTLIGHT ON 
CAREER: 
SPECIAL CONSTABLE
International Women’s Day is a global day 
celebrating the social, economic, cultural and 
political achievements of women, and this year was 
celebrated on 8 March.

Mehrannisa Sadiq serves in Avon and Somerset 
Special Constabulary and we look at her 
achievements balancing her volunteer role with 
study, work and personal time. 

Mehrannisa says: “I found out about 
the Special Constabulary at my law fair 
at University of the West of England  
- Bristol (UWE). I approached the 
Police stand and explained I wanted 
to be involved in a role that included 
supporting domestic violence victims. I 
was then told I could consider being a 
police officer - to which I initially responded to like - 
how? 

I looked more into being a Special Constable and 
realised the attraction of being one. I have always 
had a keen focus on supporting vulnerable adults. 
I have an autistic brother who has severe needs, 
and this has taught me a lot about communication 
and how best to deal with vulnerable adults. I am 

also very passionate about supporting victims of 
serious crime, specifically domestic violence and 
safeguarding children. Of course, these are all 
circumstances that Police Officers find themselves 
dealing with on a daily basis. When I learned that 
I could be a first response to these individuals, it 
really inspired and encouraged me to just apply.

I like the flexibility of being able to be a Special 
Constable whilst pursuing my day job. There is good 
team spirit and morale when you go in to support 
your team and they do appreciate you giving your 
time to be there. I would be lying if I didn’t say I find 
it exciting when interesting jobs and pursuits do 
arise! But ultimately, my favourite shifts have been 
where I have made a difference and have been able 
to support a vulnerable victim.

I started training in October 2015 and my first official 
shift was in March 2016 - so I’ve been a Special 
Constable for over four years now. Initially, I didn’t 
struggle with the work/life/volunteering balance 
too much as I joined in my third year of university 
(so managed to find quite a few free days to 
make it work). However there was a point where 
I was working full time, studying a post-graduate 
masters part-time on alternate weekends, and 
also trying to fit in shifts (as well keeping sane and 
socialising). That was a tricky two years and I am 
still undertaking training and University courses 
now whilst working full time, but I have managed to 
find ways to make it work and sometimes  prioritise 
going in for a policing shift over a social event.

There are so many moments that make me feel 
proud to be a Special - it really is difficult to pinpoint 
a particular one! From arresting someone twice 
the size of me to then building a good rapport with 

them; effectively referring individuals 
to appropriate support networks; 
protecting victims from serious 
domestic violence; safeguarding 
children on various occasions and 
undertaking a comprehensive (and 
lengthy!) search of a property or a 
vehicle, it has been very rewarding. 

Ultimately, I am proud to be part of 
a team of regular officers who do 

an incredible job every day and still give the time to 
support you in your Special duties. You really will 
never understand the role of a Police Officer until 
you see it first-hand yourself. I have learnt so much 
from the role about the wider society we serve. It 
really does flourish your understanding of different 
cultures and communities which is invaluable in 
itself.



WELSH 
GOVERNMENT 
EMPLOYEE 
HELPS POLICE IN 
LOCKDOWN
Haydn Bradley-Davies, Trade 
Union  Side Secretary at the 
Welsh Government and Prospect 
Health and Safety Representative, 
writes about policing through the 
lockdown, helping members through 
the Pandemic and his brushes with 
royalty.

Haydn says: “At the start of the 
lockdown, the Welsh Government 
very kindly and generously offered 
to let me take two months of paid 
leave to go out and police my 
local community in Aberystwyth.  
We gave out tickets where we 
had to and there was a little bit of 
cheekiness here and there, but otherwise people 
were very responsive and understanding.

At Aberystwyth, we’ve got a lovely beach,  and it 
was good weather throughout lockdown, but people 
weren’t allowed to be on the beach. The newly 
discovered loud hailer on our police van came in 
handy asking people to vacate the beach! One of 
my favourite excuses for breaking the lockdown was 
someone who needed to buy a fish tank. I said to 
them, “Do you think that’s essential?” They replied, 
“Well, the fish have got nowhere to live…”  I let them 
go on their way. After two months, I came back 
to work at the Welsh Government and everyone 
was now working from home. It was a big culture 
change.

My day job at the Welsh Government is Trade 
Union Side Secretary and my main task is to  
organise all the trade union side meetings,. A lot of 
my work lately, however, has been on health and 
safety and ensuring the safe return to our offices 
for colleagues. I’m also working with colleagues 
in Inspectorates to ensure they can return to work 
safely.

I’ve also taken over a lot of the Prospect facility time 
from my predecessor who moved into a business-
critical post, so I’m doing a lot of personal cases at 
the moment. In addition, I am the Prospect Young 
Workers’ representative and Health and Safety 
Representative.  I was dealing with a personal case 
with someone who was based in Dubai, where we 
have a Welsh Government office.

I’ve had quite a varied career across the Welsh 
Government; I joined as an apprentice and started 
in the Museums, Archives and Libraries division 
undertaking corporate governance work for them.  I 
then moved into a strategic project for four years, 
working on the First World War commemorations. 

It was an amazing opportunity; we 
organised lots of events across the 
UK, Wales and internationally. I’ve 
had lots of opportunities to travel 
abroad.

Prince Charles came to one of 
the events. It was a real privilege 
that he came along. The security 
aspects were a bit complicated, but 
we got through it!

I went to London for the National 
Service of Remembrance in 2018, 
which was very poignant. The 
Queen was there too. It was very 
sombre, but a unique experience 
that I’ll never forget.
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Special Constable James Turner has been 
nominated as an unsung hero in his Force for his 
dedication and commitment to helping others.

Since the start of the year, James - who was 
attested as a Special Constable in February 2020 - 
has dedicated over 1720 hours of his spare time to 
supporting GMP and the community of Leigh, with 
1578 of those hours having been contributed during 
the Covid-19 Pandemic.  In whatever free time he 
has left, James a volunteers in the role of Assistant 
County Youth Commissioner for Greater Manchester 
West Scouts; James has been involved in the 
Scouts since he was six years of age. 

Not only does James go the extra mile when 
working as a Special Constable; he also takes the 
same approach when off duty by going above and 
beyond to help those in need. Last Summer, James 
was walking his four mile commute to Leigh Police 
Station, when he came across a male who had been 
the victim of a personal robbery and had sustained 
a severe head injury during the incident.  Without 
hesitation James began to administer first aid, as 
well as obtaining valuable evidence in respect of 
the offence. He then called for support and relayed 
precise details of what had occurred.  It was thanks 
to James’ immediate actions and instinct that 
important evidence was retrieved and subsequently 
resulted in the arrest of the suspect. 
 
Police Sergeant Andrew Hill, who nominated James, 

said: “I wanted to nominate James as unsung 
hero of GMP, to show him just how much he is 
appreciated. James is currently within the process 
of joining as a regular officer and I know he will 
continue to work hard, and will go far.  He already 
has the skills of a full-time officer and is more than 
capable of dealing with any incident that comes his 
way.  James is a great asset to the team and the 
number of hours which he has dedicated to GMP 
is truly remarkable and something that he should 
be incredibly proud of. His hours alone highlight 
his commitment to the role and supporting the local 
community.”

James said: “Being a Special Constable has 
opened my eyes to all aspects of life that people 
face within Greater Manchester. I feel that these 
experiences along with the comradeship of the 
Special Constabulary have helped me develop both 
personally and professionally as a person and have 
provided me with skills that I will utilise for life both 
at home and ultimately in my role as a prospective 
Police Constable in my future career. Through being 
a Special I have had the opportunity to meet some 
amazing people, in terms of colleagues, both regular 
and Specials, along with some amazing members 
of the wider community. I would really encourage 
anyone considering a career in policing to join the 
Special Constabulary as it will provide valuable 
insight in to the true workings of a police force and 
the exact demands/responsibilities police officers 
face daily.”

GMP’S UNSUNG HEROGMP’S UNSUNG HERO
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SPECIAL IMPACT SHOWCASES 
SOME REGULAR OFFICERS THAT 
HAVE MOVED INTO THE ROLE OF 
SPECIAL CONSTABLE; WHILST 
THIS IS STILL SOMEWHAT OF A 
RARITY IN THE UK, OVER IN THE 
UNITED STATES THE CULTURE 
LEANS ITSELF MORE TO PAID 
OFFICERS SEEING IT AS THE 
RIGHT THING TO DO IN TERMS OF 
GIVING BACK TO THE SERVICE 
BY BECOMING VOLUNTEER 
RESERVIST AT THE END OF THEIR 
PAID SERVICE. 

Steve Rice had spent the 
majority of his 30 years’ 
police service in uniform. 
During this time he 
worked with many Special 
Constables and says he’d 
been impressed by their 
enthusiasm, commitment 
and drive. When he 
retired, he applied to join 
as a volunteer - and his 
own reasons for joining? 

He said: “I have never been a person wanting to 
retire and simply sit around all day. I’ve always 
wanted to keep myself busy. The feeling I had when 
I walked into the crew room at Wolverhampton 
for the first time was one of excitement. I knew 
straightaway I had made the right decision. This 
is my opportunity to give something back to the 
service and, above all, the people we serve.” 

Steve has since discovered that some Special 
Constables have been in their roles for over 20 and 
30 years. He believes the Special Constabulary is 
one of those hidden gems in the Force that has a lot 
more potential to display if given the opportunity to 
shine.

Steve has also been volunteering at the police 
museum, both before and after his retirement. 

Steve even found time to co-author some historical 
books with the Heritage Manager at the museum.  
Steve says: “My biggest passion is police history 
and I have volunteered for the museum for 10 
years now. My main policing background is in 
neighbourhood policing however the last two years 
I have worked on the heritage project and was 

involved in a 
successful lottery 
bid to ensure we 
kept a museum 
and ran events 
and raised money 
for the project.”

“I don’t ask what 
West Midlands 
Police can do for 
me; I ask what I 
can do for it.”

Jane Bell-Hughes joined North Wales Police (NWP) 
in 2006 as a Police Community Support Officer, 
and in 2008 became a Police Constable until 2013.  
She is currently employed in Offender Management 

for North Wales Police (NWP) Checkpoint Cymru, 
and her role is to supervise and support offenders 
to address their behaviours, substance misuse 
issues and often a history of adverse childhood 
experiences through programmes of intervention.

Jane says: “I have for over 25 years worked in 
people services including social services mental 
health and learning disability teams, older person’s 
services, housing services and substance misuse 
services.  I always remained passionate about 
my previous roles within NWP and became a 
Special Constable in order to support my front line 

colleagues when resources appeared to struggle 
when Covid restrictions came into play. I had also 
volunteered within the Coroner’s Office previous to 
this.

I was keen to bring all my previous knowledge, 
skills and experience back into a uniformed role to 
support my policing colleagues with the ongoing 
current situation in North Wales. I am a true 
believer in the values and competencies within 
our organisation and hold integrity, transparency, 
impartiality and public service as part of all of my 
daily work and roles when working with colleagues, 
offenders, external agencies and members of the 
public.

My long term goal is to continue to work within NWP 
in roles that I really enjoy in the hope that I can 
be part of reducing crime and public reassurance, 
making North Wales a safer place to live.”

Outside of her working / volunteering roles Jane is 
a mother of four children and a grandmother to two.  
Jane continues: “My oldest daughter aged 28 has 
followed me into supportive services in substance 
misuse and recovery avenues within North Wales 
and is also making positive differences to the lives 
of the most vulnerable persons in our society which I 
am incredibly proud of.

When I am not involved in Criminal Justice System 
work I enjoy walking in the countryside and local 
beaches with my children and dog; I enjoy art 
and creating sculptures from clay and I am also 
attempting to grow my own vegetables.”

       FROM REGULAR TO SPECIAL CONSTABLE        FROM REGULAR TO SPECIAL CONSTABLE



Terry McLarney served with Merseyside Police for 
five years as a regular officer in a variety of uniform 
roles before leaving on a career break in 2017. He 
then moved to Edinburgh and started a business 
working in the Space sector. Winning contracts with 
the European Space Agency has meant business 
expansion, and he moved his business operations 
back to the North West last summer. 

Terry says: “I enjoyed my time in the Police and 
thought that there was an unfinished chapter of 
my life. The Covid Pandemic has meant that I 
am running the business from home, with lots of 
extra free-time due to lockdown. I felt that I could 
benefit from volunteering my time somewhere and 
becoming a Special Constable was an obvious 
choice.

Sergeant John Pope, from the Citizens in Policing 
Central Team, has been incredibly supportive of me 
re-joining the Force and has guided me through the 
process. I attested in November 2020. So far, I have 
volunteered alongside the response teams - having 
the opportunity to work and catch-up with many 
friendly faces from my regular days.  I have been 
supported with the transfer of skills and courses 
that I obtained from my regular service, such as 
standard driving and Public Order Training Level-2, 
which will allow me to further integrate into the team. 
I have enjoyed returning to the role, albeit as a 
volunteer now, and look forward to the opportunities 
for development that comes with being a Special 
Constable.

Where else would you have the opportunity to 
volunteer with such a wide variety of departments?”

Steve Barley was also a big admirer of the work of 
the Special Constabulary during his active service. 
He said: “I saw first-hand the commitment and value 
that Special Constables bring to policing. They turn 
out for nothing - giving their own time, and, in my 
experience, the enthusiasm they’ve shown for their 
part-time role has never failed to impress me.” 

Steve Barlwy had also found it hard to switch 
off after 30 years of service and still felt he had 
something to offer.  But there’s another reason why 
Steve joined: “I also wanted to prove something to 
myself. I applied to join the Specials at Brierley Hill 
in 1986/87 and was rejected because they wanted 
career Specials, not people who were checking out 
the Force with a view to joining as regulars. I wanted 
to prove to myself I could actually get in!” 
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       FROM REGULAR TO SPECIAL CONSTABLE AMERICAN 
COMPARISONS ON 
VOLUNTEERING IN 
POLICING
In England and Wales, volunteering as a Special 
Constable has been seen as a  pathway to ‘join 
up’ as a Regular, however in the US the context is 
different, in that police volunteers -’reservists’- very 
often come from a law enforcement background.  
There are, however some commonalities in 
attraction to the role of Volunteer Police Officer.

Although Police Agencies throughout the United 
States have similar requirements for recruitment, 
training, and procedures, it is also true that each 
American Policing Agency has distinct and diverse 
ways of trying to meet community goals of safety 
and security.  It is nearly impossible to compare 
one Agency to another, especially when looking 
at the use and utilisation of Volunteer Police 
Officers.  American Police Agencies fall into three 
categories, Local, State, and Federal.  It is rare for 
Federal Agencies to utilise volunteers (although 
one example would be the United States Coast 
Guard Auxiliary), but State and Local Volunteer 
Police Officers are common, although not utilised 
everywhere.  

Locally, Sheriff’s Offices are much more likely to 
utilise Volunteers than police departments (most 
often in the USA, Sheriff’s Offices represent 
county-level law enforcement, and police 
departments represent city-level law enforcement).  
Approximately 35% of all police departments and 
44% of all Sheriff’s Offices in the United States 
utilise part-time “reserve” or “auxiliary” Officers.  
There are estimated to be 60,000 to 80,000 Reserve 
or Auxiliary Officers in the United States. 

In a nationwide survey of Sheriff’s Offices, Wolf, 
Holmes, and Jones (2015) reported that 33% of 
respondents indicated that they had experience as a 
full-time Law Enforcement Officer. That means that 
they either served for some length of time as a full-
time officer and decided to leave for another job, or 
that they retired from full-time service.  The average 
length of full-time service for these respondents 
was 12.71 years before they became Volunteer 
Police Officers, and of those who had prior full-
time service, the average length of time spent in 
volunteer service was 10.03 years.
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US CASE STUDIES

STEVE JONES 
RESERVE DEPUTY, ORANGE COUNTY 
(FLORIDA) SHERIFF’S OFFICE

“I started out my career in law enforcement in 1980 
as a reserve with the Orlando Police Department 
while working for the State Attorney’s Office. I 
still love serving our community as a Reserve 
Deputy after 40 years of service as both full time 
and volunteer. It has always been my passion to 
show that officers are there to help you in any way 
we can. After retiring as a Division Chief from the 
Orange County Sheriff’s Office in 2008 it was only 
fitting that I end my career as a volunteer serving 
those in need.”

ROSS WOLF 
RESERVE CHIEF DEPUTY, ORANGE COUNTY 
(FLORIDA) SHERIFF’S OFFICE (OCSO)

“I started out as a Volunteer Police Officer before I 
decided that I wanted to work in this role full-time. 
I then spent five years as a Deputy Sheriff and 
worked on patrol and in criminal investigations 
while earning an advanced educational degree. I 
decided that I wanted to pursue another career, but 
did not want to give up policing, so I remained as a 
Reserve.” said Ross Wolf. “Serving in this capacity 
allows me to stay involved with one of my true 
passions and a personal calling.” 

Ross reports that approximately 50% of the 
OCSO Reserve Unit is made up of former full-time 
personnel.  In fact, one former Sheriff decided to 
stay on as a reserve for several years after retiring 
from his elected role as the head of the agency.  
Another former Sheriff, Jerry Demings, was Police 
Chief for the City of Orlando before retiring from 
that position to hold a civilian appointed position in 
Government.  While in that civilian role, he joined 
the OCSO reserve unit.  Later he was elected 
Sheriff of Orange County and now serves as the 
Mayor of Orange County.

Ross says: “Many retiring or resigning Law 
Enforcement Officers do not want to simply walk 

NOT ALL RETIRING POLICE 
OFFICERS DECIDE TO STAY 
ON IN A VOLUNTEER ROLE, 

BUT I AM GLAD I DID. SERVING 
IN THIS WAY ALLOWS ME 
TO CONTINUE TO MAKE A 

POSITIVE DIFFERENCE IN MY 
COMMUNITY” 

(RESERVE DEPUTY)

away from the policing role.  Volunteer policing 
allows them to stay active and continue community 
service without the same time requirements and 
restrictions of full-time service.”

Both Reserve Deputy Tammy Holiday (above left) 
and Reserve Lieutenant Bob Knight (above right) 
retired from the OCSO but continue to serve in 
the Reserve Unit.  Lt. Knight received the National 
Deputy Sheriff of the Year award (awarded 
concurrently with two full-time OCSO deputies) for 
his bravery during the Pulse incident (active shooter 
in nightclub) as a Reserve Deputy.

RICK DETREVILLE 
RECENTLY RETIRED, ORANGE COUNTY 
(FLORIDA) SHERIFF’S OFFICE

“After twelve years as a full-time law enforcement 
Officer, I resigned from full-time policing for a 
security management position at a large tourist 
resort. But the police role still called to me; a longing 
to help make the lives of others safer and less 
threatened by the criminal element. So, in 1984 

I joined the Reserve Unit of the Orange County 
Sheriff’s Office and stayed for 30 wonderful years!”



OFF DUTY SPECIAL 
PREVENTS CRIME 
Special Constable Jordan Risdale received an 
appreciation communication from a member of the 
public through the Force’s “Praise” portal which sits 
on the Force external website.

Jordan was recently off duty and was leaving Boots 
when he witnessed a male acting suspiciously near 
the make-up counter. He watched the male from the 
store entrance/exit window putting items of cosmet-
ics in his pockets. The male then decided to run 
towards the exit of the store. Jordan prevented him 
from leaving the store. The male was apologising 
and emptied his pockets. The male had attempted 
to steal items to the value of £174.

The G999 Team from West Cornwall which consists 
of Special Constables and Mental Health workers 
from the Sea Sanctuary Charity won the College of 
Policing Award for Partnerships and Collaboration.  
They were supposed to attend the award ceremony 
in 2020 but due to COVID it was cancelled.  
However the certificate has now arrived and we 
would like to say a huge congratulations to the team 
for all their hard work, particularly this year during 
COVID when they have been busier than ever.

The team go on duty every Friday in this role and 
respond to any incident that has a mental health 
element to it alongside a Mental Health Clinician.  
The team have been credited with saving many 
lives of people struggling with MH issues as well 
as assisting with the demand on their frontline 
colleagues.

As a joint exercise, both Clinician and Special 
Constables are responsible for determining the level 
of risk, providing mental health assessment to the 
individual and thereafter, where appropriate, the 
clinician can provide (most crucially) a post-incident 
package of mental health support through the Sea 
Sanctuary charity. This is a rewarding role and 
proved a huge success in West Cornwall.
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DEVON AND 
CORNWALL RECRUIT 
WILDLIFE CRIME 
SPECIAL CONSTABLE

Devon & Cornwall Police is delighted to announce 
Special Constable Adam Bush as the Force’s first 
qualified Special Constabulary Wildlife Crime Officer 
(WCO).  Adam is a lead officer within the award-
winning Rural Engagement Team and supports the 
Forces Rural Affairs Team giving significant patrol 
time and operational backing towards the Force’s 
response to rural, wildlife and heritage crime.

In September 2020 Adam attended the National 
Wildlife Crime Officer’s course in Staffordshire 
alongside regular officers. The course allows those 
qualified to act as Wildlife Crime advisors to the 
police service and allows the Force to act within 
its obligations under the provisions of the Natural 
Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006. He 
returns to the force to join the other Force WCOs 
as a Wildlife Crime Champion for other Special 
Constables and regular officers to consult on a 
host of wildlife issues including bat, badger and 

raptor persecution, trade in endangered species 
and poaching. This also demonstrates that by using 
the skills and abilities of our volunteer officers, 
the Special Constabulary is able to offer specialist 
support to the police service.

This investment is significant as the Force seeks 
to recruit new Special Constables with skills and 
interests to work in rural areas of Devon and 
Cornwall and the Force congratulates Adam on this 
achievement. 

Special Recognition for Devon & Cornwall 
Special Constabulary

SC David Ellicott from East Cornwall who 
received a letter of thanks from an apologetic 
member of public that he had to deal with 
at an incident.  He was praised for his 
professionalism and respect that he showed 
at the time.
SC Luke Brennan from North and West Devon 
received a letter of thanks from a Police 
Sergeant for his hard work and helpful attitude 
when dealing with a prisoner as well as his pro-
active policing.
SC William Welsh from Plymouth for his 
professionalism whilst off duty when he 
noticed a male acting strangely. This resulted 
in a dangerous offender being taken off the 
streets.  William also won SC of the Year in 
2020
Special Inspector Blockage from South Devon 
– who attended a break in progress and along 
with colleagues identified the offender and 
arrested him.
The Exeter, East & Mid Specials Impact Team 
have been very busy carrying out many Road 
Safety Operations in their area after concerns 
from the community.  A number of vehicles 
have been seized and in one night 48 tickets 
were issued along with words of advice.  Great 
work!



TVP SPECIAL 
CONSTABLE 
RECEIVES MEDAL 
IDENTICAL TO HIS 
GREAT GRANDAD

Tim Clarke (pictured above left) joined Thames 
Valley Police (TVP) as a Special Constable in 
2011 and is now a Special Sergeant based at High 
Wycombe.  

Tim tells us “Initially my main reason for joining up 
was curiosity. I was going through some old family 
photos which my mum had dug out and there 
were a couple of images of my great grandfather 
George Smith, born 1848, who served as a 
Special Constable during World War 1. He was an 

accountant 
as well as a 
lay preacher.

“I guess 
most of the 
young men 
would have 
been in 
the military 
during that 
period. At 
the time I 
looked at 
the photos I 
wasn’t really 
sure what 
the Special 

Constabulary did, but I visited the TVP website and 
it described a role that appealed to me, as I like a 
challenge and I am very interested in finding out 
more about people and what makes them tick. I 
certainly haven’t been disappointed. I have worked 
in multiple policing roles, including Neighbourhood 
and emergency response. The majority of my time 
has been spent  working out of High Wycombe 
but have also worked out of Princes Risborough, 
Marlow, Wendover Windsor  and Taplow. 

“During the last nine years I have crewed with 
dozens of different officers and have learned more 
about people and myself than I could possibly have 

imagined. The variety of tasks which police officers 
have to tackle is far greater than most members of 
the public realise. “Previously my knowledge of the 
police was based on watching film and TV which 
tends to focus on the “exciting” elements of policing. 
Therefore, when I discovered the amount of time 
spent by police officers dealing with “non-crime” 
issues was a more than I had initially thought, this 
came as a great surprise to me. Through my work 
as a Special Constable I now realise how much of 
my day to day role incorporates an element of social 
care and how important it is to signpost people to 
the correct support services for help and advice on 
specific issues..

“Policing has also helped me develop my interest 
in wellbeing and mental health and I’m a Blue Light 
Champion for TVP which means I do my bit to raise 
awareness of mental health problems and challenge 
mental health stigma. 

“I’m now in my tenth year at TVP and have just 
received my Special Constabulary Long Service 

Medal which I was 
pleased to see 
matched my great 
grandad’s from World 
War 1 quite nicely! He 
received his medal at 
the age of 71 - even 
older than me!!

“It was awarded almost 
exactly 100 years after 
he received his and at 
a similar age too and 
we both ended up as 
Sergeants!

“The ribbon design 
is quite interesting; I 
understand that the 
medal was originally 
created after World 
War 1 to recognise 
those who volunteered 
in the police service 
during the War. The 
black and red colours 
on the ribbon represent 
the night time air raids 
by zeppelins and the 
fires - at least that’s 
one thing we won’t 
have to worry about 
this year!”
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met the crew for my posting who told me they had 
just ten minutes to prepare the truck. I was posted 
with a different crew mate on my subsequent shifts. 
I was given the option to observe or throw myself in 
the deep end – I chose the latter and carried out the 
necessary checks before jumping into the driving 
seat.

We were shown on patrol and straight away were 
immediately sent to our first job of the evening, 
a ‘Category 2’ call. We were sent to a care home 
where staff was concerned for a resident who 
had Covid symptoms. On arrival the patient was 
struggling to breathe, and had we not turned up 
when we did the crew believed that she wouldn’t 
have still been alive.

I rolled the bed to the patients’ bedroom, which I 
had to navigate around some challenging spaces as 
quick as I could. I then helped to transfer the patient 
onto the bed and took it back into the ambulance, 
before going on a ‘blue call’ to hospital. I consciously 
adapted my style of driving, being aware that I 
needed to turn corners at very slow speeds to 
support the crew who might be standing up – I now 
have much more appreciation as to why they take it 
a lot more slower!

Upon arrival at the hospital, we took the patient 
directly to the intensive care unit where a handover 
was done. Whilst the crew did their paperwork, I 
sanitised the bed, and other equipment ready for 
the next call. We turned around in just ten minutes. 
There was strict adherence to infection control with 

regular changing of PPE in-between the different 
tasks, which took me a little getting used to but I 
understood how essential it was. 

As the shift went on, we attended more calls where 
patients had Covid symptoms and by half way we 
had to return to base to restock on Oxygen; we were 
running low!

My first shift was a serious wake up call to the 
pressures faced by the front line staff working for 
the LAS and at the hospitals. I never knew until then 
that I needed to bring my own food in as there just 
isn’t time to stop, and its reminded me why I wanted 
to sign up to help.

I’ve attended over 100 computer aided dispatches 
(CADs) in the short time I’ve been doing this.  All of 
us on the attachment share a pride knowing that we 
are providing an extra ambulance, a common goal 
of hopefully making a difference with potentially a 
live saved by us helping the LAS get to calls sooner.

The crews recognised the difference its making 
and some have said they felt more reassured by 
police presence at calls.  It doesn’t come without its 
moments which I may want to forget; a colostomy 
bag detached and spilt onto my arm and awkwardly 
mixing up a diagnostic bag with a lunch bag!

If I’m offered to extend the attachment and continue 
helping our colleagues in green, I hand on heart will 
have no hesitation in signing up.’
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SPECIAL 
CONSTABLE BLOG 
ON SUPPORTING 
LONDON 
AMBULANCE 
SERVICE
To help relieve unprecedented pressure on the 
London Ambulance Service (LAS) as Coronavirus 
hospital admissions soared, Police Officers have 
been driving ambulances in the Capital.

Special Sergeant Shane Clarke blogs about his 
experience with the LAS:

‘I’m writing this blog to detail my experience, as I 
come towards the end of my attachment as an LAS 
Support Driver!

On the 7th January I was approached by Inspector 
James Beattie with an opportunity that had arisen 
for police to help the LAS by driving the ambulances 
paired with a paramedic or technician, days before a 
critical incident was declared for London.

I didn’t hesitate before putting my name forward and 
contacted my employer Royal Mail for their support, 
so that I could mirror the full time 12 hour shift rota, 
4 on 4 off rota that we were asked to help with.

At the workshop we were familiarised around the 
ambulance, and practiced with using some of the 
equipment.

Just after a couple days, I arrived at my base, and 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
TO NEW UK 
MEMBERS OF THE 
VOLUNTEER LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
OFFICER ALLIANCE  
BOARD OF ADVISORS
Board of Advisor (BOA) members are appointed 
annually by the VLEOA president The VLEOA 
Board of Directors relies on these individuals to 
provide thoughtful and informed feedback as they 
steer the international organisation to success!  The 
BOA already has three UK people on it, and now 
welcomes two more.

ANNOUNCING THE VOLUNTEER LAW ENFORCEMENT 
OFFICER ALLIANCE 2021 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
Keep a watch via the https://www.policereserve.org/  
website for further information.

If you are not currently a member of the VLEOA and 
are interested in joining please visit: 
https://www.policereserve.org/membership

Dr. Ashley Frayling

Special 
Superintendent, 
Devon and Cornwall 
Police, UK
Criminology Program 
Lead and Lecturer, 
University of Exeter

Paul Weeks

Special Inspector, 
Avon and 
Somerset Special 
Constabulary, UK

NATIONAL SC WORKSHOP
In January 2021 the National Special Constabulary 
Sustainability and Uplift Team ran some national 
workshops as part of the Police Uplift Programme 
in collaboration with the Special Constabulary 
Working Group. The first workshop focussed on the 
attraction and recruitment of SCs, and the second 
was focussed on SC retention. These sessions 
were used to formally launch two new guides which 
were intended to assist Forces in growing a more 
sustainable Special Constabulary:

• Building a sustainable future: A strategic guide 
to the retention, attraction and recruitment of 
Special Constables

• Building a sustainable future: A tactical guide 
to the retention, attraction and recruitment of 
Special Constables

Both of these guides are now available to download 
from the National Special Constabulary Knowledge 
Hub.

The workshops were run by Esther McLaughlin and 
Shelle Nicholson (the National SC Sustainability 
and Uplift Team) in collaboration with Ben Clifford 
(BTP SC Chief Officer leading on the National SC 
Specialism workstream). 

Each 2.5 hour workshop was presented live using 
Microsoft Live, and was then repeated live in the 
evening to enable volunteers to attend outside of 
normal working hours. For those who were not 
able to attend, the workshops are now available to 
download and watch back on the Knowledge Hub. 

The sessions began with an overview of the national 
SC structure, the ongoing work within the Police 
Uplift Programme, and a video introduction from the 
NPCC lead for the SC DCC Richard Debicki. The 
sessions then covered a broad range of material 
highlighting the key areas covered within the guides.

The engagement of these workshops was 
phenomenal, with a total of 275 participants 
attending across the 4 events, representing at least 
34 Forces. 

There were opportunities for comments and 
questions throughout the sessions via a chat 
function. Forces really got involved in sharing 
their own ideas and best practice via this method 
which really enriched the sessions. Due to the 
clear enthusiasm from the participants, it offered 
an interactive and positive experience for all 
participants, with one participant stating “…best 
workshop I have attended in 16 years within the 
service. Perfect blend of being informative and 
engaging. Very much appreciated, thank you” 

The feedback from all the sessions was 
overwhelmingly positive. 

As a result of these workshops and the release of 
the new guides, the National SC and Uplift Team 
are working with Forces on a bespoke level to 
offer guidance and advice on their own attraction, 
recruitment and retention strategies and delivery 
activities. 

Look out for more National SC events coming in 
2021-2022. If you want to be informed of these 
events do contact Esther.Mclaughlin@gwent.police.
uk 

Don’t forget to download the new SC Strategic and 
Tactical guides from the Knowledge Hub. 
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Six Special Constables were recently acknowledged 
as Covid Heroes. The awards recognise police 
officers, police staff and volunteers who have 
worked incredibly hard over the last year and shown 
real strength of character through their personal 
resilience, work with the community or in their 
support of their colleagues. There were over 170 
entries and Chief Constable Andy Rhodes had the 
tough job of whittling it down to 33 winners.

Chief Constable Andy Rhodes said “To be 
nominated and then shortlisted in the Covid Heroes 
Awards is a great achievement. This last year has 
been a challenging time for many of our workforce 
and volunteers, who have continued to go above 
and beyond in their work to protect the people of 
Lancashire. So, to be recognised by your peers for 
standing out during this time, whether this be due to 
your own personal resilience, what you have done 
for your community or your team is something to be 
very proud of. I would just like to say a big well done 
to all of our worthy winners. Thank you.”

Two officers have been recognised by the High 
Sheriff of Lancashire for their commitment during 
the Pandemic. Special Sergeant Brian Petherwick  
and Special Inspector Peter Allen  played an integral 
part in supporting the Lancashire Resilience Forum 
(tasked with managing the County’s response to 
the crisis) in assisting with the distribution of over 
500,000 food items to the shielded and vulnerable. 
They also assisted with some of the visits to over 
140 care homes across Lancashire to ensure the 
homes were in direct contact with Social Services.

More recently both officers have signed up through 
Lancashire Volunteer Partnership to volunteer 
as Covid Vaccine Marshalls and have already 
completed a number of shifts assisting with these.

THE FORCE IS EXTREMELY 
PROUD TO HAVE HAD SIX 

SPECIALS AS WINNERS IN 
THESE AWARDS

COMMUNITY
SC PHIL CURWEN

S/SGT CONNOR BRADSHAW
SC HEATH NICHOLAS
S/INSP PETER ALLEN

SC ROB BOND

COLLEAGUES
SC THOMAS ROBERTS

MERSEYSIDE ROADS 
POLICING SPECIALS - 
OPERATION NEMESIS
Members of the Merseyside Police Special 
Constabulary Roads Policing Department conducted 
several stop sites recently to support 
the Roads Policing Department who 
are the lead in relation to Operation 
Nemesis – aimed at tackling those 
drink and drug driving over the 
festive period.

The team, led by Special Inspector 
Kai Lindsay, consists of seven 
independent Special Constables 
who are permanently based within 
the department which is part of the 
Matrix Serious and Organised Crime 
(MSOC) strand. The team work 
alongside colleagues from Matrix 
Disruption, Dogs and Firearms as 
One Team in order to target criminals 
effectively with the aim of preventing 
crime and protecting people. 

The team have been based with 
the Roads Policing Department 
for a number of the years working 
alongside Roads Policing Constables which impacts 
on all critical areas of police business – reducing 

road casualties, disrupting criminality, countering 
terrorism, anti-social driving and patrolling the roads.

Over the period, the team set up several stop 
sites across the totality of the force and working 
in conjunction with local Neighbourhood Policing 
Teams, and supporting other local priorities whilst 
doing so. The operations were supported by 
Constable Tony McClennan from the Community 

Policing Team who was able to 
offer his skills and knowledge for 
the benefit of the team. During the 
operation the team were able to 
utilise some of the specialist skills 
they have achieved whilst being 
posted to the department including 
Fast Roads Training.

Throughout the operations the team 
stopped in excess of 90 vehicles, 
conducting preliminary impairment 
tests on over 40 motorists. A number 
of offences were dealt with including 
no insurance, driving otherwise in 
accordance with a licence, diving 
without due care an attention and 
drug driving including 16 Traffic 
Offence Reports Issued. 

The team will continue to lead 
their own operations with the aim 
of supporting the department and 

reducing those killed and seriously injured on the 
roads of Merseyside.



NORTHUMBRIA 
SPECIAL 
CONSTABLES TACKLE 
SPEEDING
The Force launched Operation Modero last year as 
part of a Forcewide crackdown on speeding, which 
saw speed enforcement on hundreds of roads that 
have been identified by concerned residents.

As part of this, Motor Patrols Special Constables 
(SC) Mick Simm and Jeff Taylor were part 
of an Operation and worked alongside local 
Neighbourhood Teams, Motor Patrols Officers and 
the Road Safety Unit to tackle speeding in the area 
of Fenham in Newcastle.

The Operation was aimed at motorists who were 
using the side streets through a local housing estate 
in the area as a ‘rat run’ to avoid the morning and 
evening traffic congestion.

The aim was to highlight the dangers to drivers of 
vehicles exceeding the speed limits within these 
areas which often have 20mph and 30 mph limits. 
This was also an opportunity to deal with anyone 
who was exceeding the speed limit as it happened.

Local Neighbourhood Officers conducted leaflet 
drops within the area and the road safety vans were 
deployed in several different locations throughout 
the Operation. SC Simm and SC Taylor, who have 
been recently trained to use the Force‘s new Tru 
Cam hand-held speed devices, were also deployed 
in the area.

Overall, the Operation was a great success and 
allowed officers to engage with many road users. 

Operation Modero has not only seen success in 
Fenham, Newcastle – but also across the Force 
area in speeding hotspots and has received a great 
deal of support from local residents who had local 
speeding concerns. 

This is a brilliant example of how Neighbourhood 
Teams, Motor Patrols officers and specialist trained 
volunteering colleagues can support on key policing 
operations to keep communities safe.
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THE TRU CAM DEVICE ALLOWS 
OPERATORS TO CAPTURE ‘CRYSTAL-

CLEAR IMAGES’ OF A VEHICLE’S 
REGISTRATION PLATE FROM UP 
TO 1,500 METERS (0.9 MILES) 

AWAY. HOWEVER, THE MAXIMUM 
DISTANCE LIMIT SET BY THE 

GOVERNMENT FOR ANY HANDHELD 
SPEED GUN IN THE UK IS 750 

METRES, WHICH THE DEVICES HAVE 
BEEN CALIBRATED TO. THEY WORK 

VERY SIMILARLY TO THE ROAD 
SAFETY CAMERA VANS CAPTURING 

IMAGES AND DATA OF SPEEDING 
VEHICLES WHICH CAN THEN BE 

PROCESSED THROUGH OUR FIXED 
PENALTY UNIT.

SUPER SPECIAL MIKE 
MARKS HUGE WEST 
MIDLANDS POLICE 
MILESTONE
The Head of the Volunteer Special Constables has 
shown his dedication after reaching an incredible 50 
years voluntary service with West Midlands Police.

The decision to join the Police was a life-changing 
commitment for Mike Rogers - in more ways than 
one.  As along with devoting decades to helping 
others, he also met his wife-to-be who was a fellow 
volunteer officer at the time.

The now 69-year-old is the current Chief Officer of 
the 230-strong Special Constabulary squad and 
splits his time between the role and being a lawyer.

Mike has seen plenty of changes - with new 
technology and improvements in policing techniques 
- since joining the force as a teenager in February 
1971.  His present role continues to see him spend 
time on the beat, while also welcoming and sharing 
his experiences with new recruits.

He was awarded an MBE several years ago 
in recognition of his sterling work and he is 
encouraging others to consider signing up.

The grandfather-of-one said: “Being with the 
Police is one of the best careers you can have. I 
have loved my time as a Special. I thought about 
becoming a full time officer but I’ve enjoyed having 
the best of both worlds. I’m not involved in criminal 
cases as a lawyer - so there is no conflict of interest 
- and I like the difference each role brings to a day. 
I’ve made a lot of friends in policing and enjoy that 
interaction with the public.”

Mike has been faced with a wide variety of 
scenarios during his Specials career which have 
seen him show care, compassion and courage.  
This includes rushing to the aid of an elderly woman 
after neighbours were concerned she had not 
been seen for a while. Mike went to her home and 
discovered she had fallen out of bed so offered her 
assistance and made her a cup of tea.  He also 
encountered the heartbreak of three sudden deaths 
in the same day; while on another occasion he 
prevented a PC being attacked after violence flared 
after a football game.

Mike said: “You go through a range of emotions, and 
face different challenges. But whatever the situation 
you’re in a position where you can try to help. I 
became as a Special at 19 because I had a good 
education, was fortunate to go to university, and 
wanted to give something back to the community. 
And during the years I’ve been able to help others 
in their time in need and also take criminals off the 
streets.”

He was also lucky to meet his wife June - who was 
a fellow Special at the time in Wolverhampton. “It 
was on one of my early duties when I first met her,” 
he remembers. “We just clicked and then started 
to meet socially. Due to other commitments June 
couldn’t carry on as a Special. But it’s certainly 
helped having her support all these years, as she 
knew what the role was like and understood the 
emotional impact.”

Mike is urging others to apply and make a difference 
- just like him and fellow colleagues.

“We have a team of talented and committed Special 
Constables who work extremely hard to support 
the Force and the community we serve.  I am 
proud to play a part in developing and guiding the 
team so together with other volunteers, our regular 
colleagues and police staff, we can work together to 
make a real difference.

“Joining the Special Constabulary is a fantastic 
opportunity to develop a career and gain new skills. 
It’s a decision I never regretted and still enjoy today.”



We look after our own

We proudly serve those 
who serve our community
We offer a range of products and services 
that are only available to Police Officers, 
Staff, their families, and the wider Police 
family. So whether you’re interested in 
saving for a rainy day, or want quality 
insurance cover – we’re here for you.   

To find out more, visit 
policemutual.co.uk

Police Mutual is a trading style of The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited and PMGI Limited. The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society 
Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation 
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